WEEKDAYS
DIAS LABORABLES • LASEMÈN

NORTHBOUND
RUMBO NORTE/DIREKSYON NO

EVERY/ CADA/CHAK
10 min

EXPRESS VIA TRANSITWAY
EXPRESO ATRAVÉS
DEL TRANSITWAY/EKSPRÈS
ATRAVÈ TRANSITWAY

DEPARTING FROM
SALIENDO DE
VIRE DO BAY

P

SW 344 ST
PARK & RIDE

FROM
DESP DE/NDE
TO
HASTA/A

4:55
a.m.
7:55
a.m.

NONSTOP VIA TURNPIKE
SIN PARADA ATRAVÉS
DEL TURNPIKE/SAN RETE
ATRAVÈ TURNPIKE

FROM
DESP DE/NDE
TO
HASTA/A

4:40
p.m.
6:10
p.m.

SOUTHBOUND
RUMBO SUR / DIREKSYON SID

EVERY/ CADA/CHAK
10 min

NONSTOP VIA TURNPIKE
SIN PARADA ATRAVÉS
DEL TURNPIKE/SAN RETE
ATRAVÈ TURNPIKE

DEPARTING FROM
SALIENDO DE
VIRE DO BAY

DADELAND
SOUTH METRO RAIL
STATION

FROM
DESP DE/NDE
TO
HASTA/A

5:50
a.m.
6:50
a.m.

EXPRESS VIA TRANSITWAY
EXPRESO ATRAVÉS
DEL TRANSITWAY/EKSPRÈS
ATRAVÈ TRANSITWAY

FROM
DESP DE/NDE
TO
HASTA/A

3:45
p.m.
7:10*
p.m.

*NEXT-TO-LAST TRIP DEPARTS AT 6:55 P.M.
PENULTIMO VIAJE SALE A LAS 6:55 P.M. / PENULTYÈM VWAY AJ PART NAN 6:55 P.M.